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Abstract— Breast cancer is one of the world’s leading cancer
related diseases. The early prediction of breast cancer is critical
as it can dramatically decrease mortality rates. Molecular
biology presents an attractive method in bio inspired computing
to use swarm intelligence for prediction of breast cancer. But the
breast cancer database has high dimensionality problem which
is solved by using Duck Traveler Optimization Algorithm
(DTOA). It is inspired from the natural behavior of ducks in
which they are flying randomly based on the model developed
by using the Tariff Flying Appliance (TFA). TFA has some
drawbacks such as swarming of the exploration area and
intermission of arbitrary flights due to its huge searching steps.
So, an Improved Duck Traveler Optimization Algorithm
(IDTOA) was proposed for dimensionality reduction of breast
cancer dataset problem. IDTOA used a Brownian gesture to
solve the issues of TFA. The particle best and global best concept
of basic Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was used in IDTOA
to avoid the premature convergence. The selected features by
IDTOA were given as input to Arbitrary Subspace (AS),
Synthetic Neural Grid (SNG) and Chronological Trifling
Optimization (CTO) to predict the breast cancer. In this paper,
a Heightened Biased Optimized Duck Traveler Collaborative
Feature Selection and Classification (HBODTCFSC-BC)
algorithm is introduced to further refine the prediction
accuracy and reduce the prediction error. At first in
HBODTCFSC-BC algorithm, biases are initialized to the
selected features and then a biased sum is calculated.
Additionally, a conditional checking is made to check the biased
sum with the optimal bias. If the biased sum is greater than
optimal weight, the weighted sum value with the initialized
various weight is attained. After that, a neural Duck Traveler
classifier with minimum biased miscalculation (pathetic
classifier) is determined and combines the pathetic classifier
with the optimal bias to predict the breast cancer. Thus, the
accuracy for breast cancer prediction is improved with
minimum miscalculation rate. From the analysis of IDTOACTO and IDTOA-HBODTCFSC-BC, it is proved that the
accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure of IDTOAHBODTCFSC-BC is better than IDTOA-CTO method
respectively for breast cancer extrapolation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Biologically inspired computing is able to synchronously
define huge number of protein sequence in a distinct
investigation. In several areas of biological science,
inheritable factor countenance analysis is necessary to obtain
the essential awareness. When interval permits it has become
more and more difficult and challenging to analysis scrutinize
and delight the malady in general and breast cancer in
specific. In medical image processing breast cancer
prediction plays a vital role. Forecast of breast cancer is a
giant anxiety and precise forecast will have a countless value
to afford patients with amended precaution. Bio inspired
algorithms are significant essentials and added frequently
used technique for the achievement of important role for
breast cancer classification.
Feature selection and extraction are the important
methodology to give the significance of most prominent
features in breast for identified objects in images particularly
in breast. Irrelevant features are ignored by the Synthetic
Neural Grid using Arbitrary Subspace. Dimensionality
reduction is the technique to select the relevant data and
extract the essential information from observed data in
normalization. DTOA was used to reduce the dimensionality
of breast expression data and LDA was used for breast cancer
prediction. MIAS datasets were used for classification by
Chronological Trifling Optimization (CTO).

Keywords — Breast cancer extrapolation, Feature selection,
Improved Duck Traveler Optimization Algorithm, Chronological
Trifling Optimization, Arbitrary Subspace, Synthetic Neural Grid,
HBODTCFSC-BC.
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Duck Flock Searching food
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In DTOA, the ducks in duck flock were flying randomly
based on TFA. But, it has some drawbacks like swarming of
exploration zone and intermission of arbitrary flights. So, an
Improved Duck Traveler Optimization Algorithm (IDTOA)
[7] was introduced to solve the problems in DTOA. In
IDTOA, a Brownian gesture was used to model the hunt
process to get an optimal solution of ducks in duck flock.
Additionally, speck best (pbest) and global best (gbest)
concept of basic Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was
used to further improve the hunt space and it evades the premature coming together. The designated topographies were
fed into AS, SNG and CTO classifier for prediction of breast
cancer. Though, the forecast presentation of CTO classifier is
better than the AS and SNG, the estimate miscalculation and
accurateness are not abundant actual.
In this research, HBODTCFSC-BC algorithm is
proposed to further decrease the forecast miscalculation and
recover the forecast accurateness. Initially, the most relevant
features are selected using IDTOA and the selected features
are given as input to HBODTCFSC-BC classifier. In
HBODTCFSC-BC, optimized biases corresponding to every
collaborative classifier are progressively calculated with
respect to the collaborative classifier outcome and connection
between the outcomes of all collaborative classifiers.
Primarily, a pathetic classifier with minimum biased
miscalculation is calculated and a new component is then
achieved on the basis of miscalculation function. The new
component is processed in final collaborative classifier for
better breast cancer prediction.
This research paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 various classification work by various researchers
are explained. The proposed HBODTCFSC-BC classifier for
breast cancer dataset feature selection and classification
described in Section 3. Experimental results of
HBODTCFSC-BC classifier and its performance comparison
is done in Section 4. Finally Conclude the research work in
Section 5 is demonstrated.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Sadaf Jamal Gilani et al., (2021) developed Nanostructured
lipid carriers (NLC) drug for breast cancer [1]. Krishnaveni
et al., (2020) introduced Improved Duck and Traveler
(IDTO) algorithm using multilevel thresholding for
mammogram image segmentation [2]. Krishna Gopal Dhal
et al., (2019) provide a systematic review of nature inspired
algorithms used for image processing especially in image
segmentation [3]. B. Bhushan (2018) given the detail about
bio mimicry and its significance [4]. Shen’ao Yan et al.,
(2017) proposed duck pack algorithm for route finding
quickly than standard differential algorithm [5]. Alireza
Askarzadeh (2016) proposed crow search algorithm for
solving engineering design problem using intelligence of
crows [6]. Nahid et al., (2018) used deep belief neural
network for classification of breast cancer dataset [7].
Masoud et al., (2016) introduced chaotic PSO algorithm for
wrapper selection [8]. Pratiwi et al., (2015) explained the
significance of grey level co-occurrence matrix for image
classification especially breast images [9]. Krishnaveni et al
(2021) proposed duck travel algorithm for mammogram
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image segmentation using CASRG algorithm [10], and duck
cluster algorithm with K Means Clustering [11]. Feng-Ping
et al., (2019) proposed feed forward neural network using
CNN method for breast cancer problem [12]. Alok Kumar
Shukla (2020) reduced over fitting issue and dimensionality
reduction new method maximum relevance minimum
redundancy is introduced for accurate cancer prediction [13].
Mohamed Abd Elaziz et al., (2020) analyzed COVID-19
problem and introduced entropy using fuzzy method and
improved marine predator’s algorithm for CT image
Segmentation [14]. David Gonzalez-Patino et al., (2020)
introduced competitive algorithm for breast cancer
segmentation and classification called artificial immune
system association classification [15].
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed HBODTCFSC-BC is explicated in feature for
extrapolation of breast malignancy. Initially, a DNA segment
countenance figure is collected and then the IDTOA is
realistic to select the greatest important structures in the DNA
segment countenance figures. The nominated structures are
assumed as contribution to planned HBODTCFSC-BC
classifier for extrapolation of breast tumor.
A. Improved Duck Traveler Optimization Algorithm
(IDTOA) based feature selection (FS)
IDTOA is an improved version of DTOA that selects the most
optimal features from the DNA segment countenance figures.
In IDTOA, binary significant structures are encompassed in
the predictable DTOA to extemporize the concert of DTOA.
One of the structures is an interior retention which save
observers the conceivable clarifications i.e., greatest
significant structures that has a possible to meet to universal
ideals. Added object is repetition glassy hybridization with
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which outfits on this
assortment of protected explanations. IDTOA uses the shared
and intellectual performance of PSO for earlier merging and
to regulate the worldwide greatest explanation. Moreover,
IDTOA uses the investigation aptitude of DTOA to travel the
hunt interplanetary efficiently. The consequence of IDTOA
is assumed as contribution to HBODTCFSC-BC to precisely
categorize the DNA segment countenance figures.
B. Heightened Biased Optimized Duck Traveler
Collaborative Feature Selection and Classification
(HBODTCFSC-BC)
In a DTO, an artificial duck has synapses associated to the
selected features
and each feature has a
corresponding bias . In this case, the input at signal is
accumulated with the bias , after that the addition of biased
inputs and its linear combination are achieved. In addition to
this, a prejudice is summated with the linear combination
and
a
biased
sum
is
calculated
as,
(3.1)
Following to this, a nonlinear activation function
is executed with as shown in Eq. (3.2) that returns a
result as:
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(3.2)
After that, the DTO classifier with minimum biased
miscalculation is chosen which is called as pathetic classifier
and is devised as,
(3.9)

(3.3)
(3.4)
From Eq. (3.3) and (3.4), the minimum biased error
is
calculated according to the likelihood of circulation function
for a linear combination of biased inputs (i.e., selected
features)
. At last, a new component
according
to the miscalculation function is computed as follows:

In Eq. (3.9),
,
denotes the sum of hidden nodes in the DTO,
th element of the miscalculation matrix
,
element of the weightiness matrix
and
is the
Lag Variety multiplier.
Differentiating

in relation with

,
is the is the -th

is given as

follows:

(3.5)
In Eq. (3.5), is the number of features which are selected
by IDTOA.
Once the heightening iterations are completed, final
collaborative classifier which has biased miscalculation that
is better than chance, is computed by integrating all pathetic
classifiers with an optimal heft
which is actual

In Eq. (3.6),
is the sign function, denotes
the number of pathetic classifiers. The optimal weight is
calculated using optimal weight learning ducks. The creation
of DTO optimal weight can be stated as the following
optimization problem:

Assume

, will results to

(3.11)
and

(3.7)
Subject to
(3.12)

(3.8)
Hence,
In Eq. (3.7),
and
are the optimistic real
regularization parameters,
represents the regularize
that, by the suitable selection of the regularization
parameters, the cost function is smoothen at the singular point
of the correlation matrix of the feature vectors to improve the
robustness of the neural network with respect to the noisy
environment (i.e., missing data in the gene expression data).
is the actual miscalculation for breast cancer prediction,
is the observed miscalculation by the breast cancer
prediction method,
is the
and
is the
.

(3.13)
Moreover, differentiating
as follows,

with respect to

is given

(3.14)
Solving

the following relationship is given as

follows:
A Lag Variety technique is used to solve the Eq.
(3.7). The Lag Variety function is given as follows:

(3.15)
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Considering the constraint in Eq. (3.8), the following Eq.
(3.16) is expressed as,
(3.16)
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consists of 322 mammogram i.e.161 pair of samples. All
image having 1024x1024 pixel size in PGM format.
Table 1.

Confusion Matrix (CM) for breast cancer

Analysis

and using (3.15) in (3.13) leads to

Real

Forecasted
Pessimistic
Optimistic
Pessimistic

p

q

Optimistic

r

s

(3.17)
After that, the optimal weight matrix

is derived as follows:
(3.18)

Accuracy (ACC)
True Optimistic Value (TOV)
False Pessimistic Value (FPV)
False Optimistic Value (FPV)
True Pessimistic Value (TPV)

Eq. (3.18) is applied in Eq. (3.6) and the final
collaborative species learning classifiers is calculated as
biased majority elect of the pathetic classifiers.
where
each classifier is allocated by biasing . By collaborating
pathetic classifier, the breast disease forecast correctness is
better-quality and miscalculation level is concentrated. The
overall movement of IDTOA-(HBODTCFSC-BC) based
breast cancer prediction is shown in Figure 3.1.
Algorithm for Breast Cancer Prediction:
IDTOA-HBODTCFSC
Input: DNA segment countenance figures, ,
,
Iteration
, optimal weight
Output: Breast Tumor Prediction
1: Begin
2: Select the most significant structures
from the
DNA segment Countenance figures using IDTOA
3: Initialize
4: For each feature
in and iteration
5: Calculate using Eq. (3.1)
6: if
then
7: Calculate using Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4)
8: Get
using Eq. (3.5)
9: Calculate the optimal weight of each pathetic
Classifier using Eq. (3.18)
10: Obtain
using Eq. (3.6)
11: End if
12: Else
13: Go to step 5
14: End for
15: End
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of IDTOA-HBODTCFSC based breast
cancer prediction method is implemented in MATLAB 2015a
and compared with the DTOA and IDTOA-CTO based breast
cancer prediction method with respect to accuracy, precision,
recall and F-measure. For the experimental purpose, a breast
cancer dataset is used which is available in
https://www.mammoimage.org/databases/. This dataset

Table 2.

Metrics
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
FMeasure

0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92

(p+s)/(p+q+r+s)
s/(r+s)
r/(r+s)
q/(p+q)
p/(p+q)

Metrics involved in classification
DTOASAF
0.942
0.945
0.952
0.946

IDTOACTO
0.963
0.967
0.967
0.953

IDTOAHBODTCFSC
0.985
0.975
0.972
0.966

DTOA-SAF
IDTOA-CTO
IDTOAHBODTCFSC

Fig. 2.
Comparison of Performance metrics between
proposed and existing algorithms
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Training Data

HBODTCFSC-BC
Initialize

For each feature
iteration

and

Calculate

No
if
?
Yes

Testing Data

Compute minimum biased
miscalculation of classifier

Choose a classifier with
minimum biased error as
pathetic classifier

Calculate
of that
classifier

Compute the optimal
weight of each pathetic
classifier

Collaborative pathetic
classifier to predict breast
tumor

Fig. 3.

System Architecture of IDTOA-HBODTCFSC-BC based breast tumor prediction
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V. CONCLUSION
In this research, a HBODTCFSC to further develop the breast
cancer prediction accuracy and reduce the forecast
miscalculation. Here, the breast cancer prediction undergoes
two processes are feature selection and collaborative
classification. IDTOA choose the most significant features in
feature selection process. The selected features are given as
input to the collaborative classification where HBODTCFSC
is applied for breast sarcoma expectation. In HBODTCFSC,
optimized bias with respect to the assessment of all
collaborative classifier are labeled hostilely, based on the
consequence of all collaborative classifier and the construction
between the consequences of all collaborative classifiers.
Therefore, the breast growth estimate accuracy is enriched
with low miscalculation frequency. The investigational
scrutiny proves that the proposed IDTOA- HBODTCFSC
based breast malignant cells prophecy method has
extraordinary accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure
compared to DTOA-SAF and IDTOA-CTO method. In future,
HBODTCFSC is extended as hybrid IDTO classifier to
achieve sparse learning with less parameter for breast cancer
calculation.
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